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Lancashire CC would like to cease 
the Ranger Service by the end of 
2017. 

The Ranger Service presently 
manage 90 sites and also gets 
involved with other locations.  



Some people may quote a lower number of 
sites for is Wycoller one site or four sites ? 



For Wycoller Country Park covers a large area. 



Sites that have always been countryside will have 
fewer potential issues. 



Besides countryside LCC also 
own a few former quarries and 
some former industrial sites. 



A clue that this is the site of a former brick works. 



With many trees now planted. 



Now looks nice – but what pollution may exist here, 
from a previous decade when standards were lower ? 



Such sites may turn out to be impossible to progress 
because of fears about possible historic pollution.  



LCC are hoping that charities and 
community groups will come 

forward to take over these sites.  

My expectation is that any 
organization that volunteers to 
take over a site(s) will be very 
selective about what they take 
on. 



They will need to keep access on 
foot as being free but will be able 
to charge for – 
   Car Parking 
   Games 
   Other Activities. 

Presumably they will also need to 
raise funds elsewhere. 



Volunteers will be able to do tasks 
like litter picking and vegetation 
clearance. 

What happens when trees suffer 
wind damage is unclear, for this 
will probably be beyond the skills 
of the typical volunteer. 



A report about the future of 
these sites was due in September 
but we have not seen it. 

In November LCC admitted that 
Plan A had not worked, with 
expressions of interest only being 
received for 13 of the 90 sites. 

We await details of Plan B. 



We should also remember 
that this period of austerity is 
also affecting other things of 

interest.  



With cuts to services – buses, libraries, leisure etc. 



The End. 


